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ABSTRACT Increased load demands worsen distribution system problems such as greater line losses,
voltage deviation and a plethora of other concerns. This current work presents an approach stressing
simultaneous optimal allocation and sizing of capacitor banks and distributed generations, as well as optimal
radial distribution system (RDS) reconfiguration, to address these difficulties. The above objectives are
accomplished through the maiden application of the proposed quasi-reflection-based slime mould algorithm
(QRSMA). The efficacy of QRSMA is established by testing it on different benchmark functions. A new
modified backward forward load flow approach is also proposed and validated by comparing its results to
those obtained using MATPOWER software for IEEE 69, 85, and 118 bus RDSs. The proposed load flow
technique is independent of the sequential bus numbering scheme and may be applied to any RDS network
topology. The proposed QRSMA is tested on 118 bus RDS and to prove its effectiveness; its results are
compared to those of other studied algorithms. The study takes into account both fixed and variable loading
scenarios. A cost-benefit analysis of the strategy is also performed in order to make the methodology more
realistic.

INDEX TERMS Capacitor banks, distributed generation, network reconfiguration, quasi-reflection-based
slime mould algorithm, radial distribution system.

I. INTRODUCTION
An electrical distribution system serves as a link between gen-
erating units and consumers. With the growing load demand
and expanding distribution system networks, line losses are
increasing and bus voltages have become more vulnerable.
As a result, it has become critical for the power utility sec-
tors to solve such issues while taking into account numer-
ous economic and environmental factors. Many researchers
have examined options such as optimal placements of dis-
tributed generations (DGs) and capacitor banks (CBs) and
distribution system reconfiguration in the past for power
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loss reduction, voltage profile improvement and distribution
system reliability enhancement [1]. However, their improper
placements may affect the system negatively i.e., it may result
in increased line losses and voltage instability. Therefore,
the optimal DG and CB placements (ODGCBP) are given
a significant weightage for the proper planning of the elec-
trical distribution systems [2]. Generally, radial distribution
systems (RDS) arewidely used, consisting of normally closed
sectionalize switches and normally open tie switches. When
necessary, some of the sectionalize switches can be opened
by closing the equal number of tie switches in order to divert
the load feeding path without jeopardizing the distribution
system’s radial structure. The proper optimal reconfiguration
of the radial distribution system (RDS) can reduce line losses
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while also improving voltage stability and load balancing [3].
As a result, the simultaneous ODGCBP and optimal reconfig-
uration (OR) of the RDS aid in alleviating the aforementioned
problems.

The load flow analysis technique is generally utilized to
obtain various network parameters such as bus voltage, line
losses, branch currents, etc. In recent years, a number of
load flow techniques have been proposed by researchers in
search of accurate results and quick convergence for RDS.
Among them, conventional methods like Newton-Raphson,
Gauss-Seidel and fast-decoupled load flow methods fail to
offer the efficient solution and fast convergence because of
the high resistance to reactance ratio of radial distribution
lines [4]. In [5], the authors have iteratively solved three equa-
tions for updating voltage and power flow at each bus of the
RDS.Whereas, in [6], Goswami andBasu presented amethod
in which the network topology is converted into a defined for-
mat and then the system parameters are obtained. The claimed
method is found to be only valid for the networks having one
incoming and a maximum of two outgoing branches, making
it an unrealistic approach. A backward forward sweepmethod
is proposed in [7] to obtain the line losses and bus voltages
of RDS. But, in this approach, the scheme of sequential
numbering of buses is necessary for finding accurate results.
A direct load flow approach is proposed in [8], which has

attracted many researchers due to its simplicity and quick
convergence. In this method also, the sequential numbering
of nodes is must and, thus, makes it unsuitable for changing
network topology. It may be inferred that when the network
configuration changes, the above-mentioned methodologies
are unable to give satisfactory results. Furthermore, several
of the approaches described use matrix calculations, which
impose a significant computational burden in large distribu-
tion networks. Hence, as a solution to the above problem,
in this work, a new branch current update-based modified
backward forward load flow approach is proposed, which
is capable of offering an accurate and quick solution for
any modified topology of RDS. In addition, the proposed
approach does not require any matrix calculation, which fas-
tens its computational time.

Recently, several analytical and artificial intelligence
approaches have been adopted by many researchers to solve
the ODGCBP problem along with OR of RDS. In [9],
the authors have utilized grasshopper algorithm to obtain
an optimal allocation of fixed and switchable CBs in RDS
using power loss index and graph set theory. Authors in [10],
proposed three different hybrid optimization algorithms for
solving optimal placement of CBs and their switching sched-
ule. An approach for the optimal allocation and sizing of
multiple DGs based on optimally varying their power factor

TABLE 1. Summary of existing literatures in comparison with the proposed work.
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is presented in [11]. In [12], the researcher utilized the Jaya
algorithm to find the optimal placement of DGs comprising
photovoltaic (PV) panels. In the above works, cost-benefit
analysis has been ignored. Comprehensive analytical expres-
sions are used in [13] for the placement of DG having mul-
tiple PV units by maximizing the technical benefits. The
objective function considered in this work is composed of
active power losses, reactive power losses, bus voltage devi-
ations, line congestion margin and voltage stability index.
The work presented in [14] highlights the application of
both single and multi-objective Harris hawks optimization
method to solve the optimal DG placement problem and also
examines the economic viability of the obtained solutions.
However, in this approach, fixed/constant load demand is
considered. The optimal DG allocation using genetic and
particle swarm optimization algorithms is presented in [15].
The objective function formulated for the studied optimiza-
tion methodology aims towards active and reactive power
losses reduction, improvement in bus voltage profile and
high reliability index of the system. The plant propagation
algorithm is used in [16] for the optimal deployment of the
DGs by simultaneously maximizing the total active power
loss reduction and upgrading the magnitude of bus voltages.
In [17], a two-stage game-theoretic approach is employed for
residential PV panels placement planning integrated with the
energy shaving mechanism to increase financial benefits. The
researchers in [18] have shown that the simultaneous optimal
allocation and sizing of DGs and CBs yields better results
than the individual allocation of these devices under variable
loading conditions. Apart from this, cost-benefit evaluation is
also reported. But, in this study, the number and power factor
of the DGs are pre-assumed before applying the optimiza-
tion process. In [19], for reactive power loss minimization,
optimal placement and sizing of multi-type DGs and CBs are
determined using generic closed-form analytical expressions.
However, the cost-benefit analysis of the proposed approach
is overlooked in this study. A convex mixed-integer conic
programming model is presented in [20] to solve OR problem
for RDS to reduce the system losses and improve the bus
voltage profiles of the system. In [21], a global optimum
flow pattern-based search algorithm is proposed for finding
OR of unbalanced RDS to minimize the total system loss.
A cost-effective method employing mixed-integer second-
order cone programming for simultaneous optimal CB place-
ments and reconfiguration of RDS is presented in [22].
An improved sine cosine algorithm (SCA) is utilized to
obtain the optimal placement and sizing of DGs along with
OR in [23]. But, the cost-benefit analysis and the effect of
load variation were ignored in the presented work. In [24],
integer, continuous, and binary type variables are utilized,
respectively, for DGs’ location, DGs’ operating point and
open/close state of switches during the optimization process
to determine the optimal DG placement andOR of RDS under
variable loading conditions. This study also ignores the cost-
benefit investigation. Moth flame algorithm is used in [25]
to solve the optimal placement of DGs, consisting of solar

and wind energy sources, and OR of RDS with an aim to
achieve power loss reduction, voltage deviation minimization
and system reliability enhancement. The optimal allocation of
DGs is obtained in [26] using amixed-integer linear program-
ming method by maintaining minimal line losses. Moreover,
the OR is also found to further boost system performance.
In [3], Muthukumar and Jayalalitha have applied a hybrid
approach comprising harmony search algorithm and particle
artificial bee colony algorithm for ODGCBP along with OR
in RDS without considering the economic viability of the
approach. A combination of a fuzzy multi-objective approach
and bacterial foraging optimization technique is employed
in [27] to determine OR and allocation and sizing of DGs
and CBs in RDS. The analysis on the economic feasibility
aspect of the approach and the impact of variable loading
scenarios are overlooked in this work. Tolabi et al. [28]
have proposed a new thief and police algorithm and used it
for solving ODGCBP and the OR issues considering fixed
loading scenarios. The economic analysis is also carried
out. In [29], an optimal interaction between adopted DG,
Volt-VAr devices and RDS reconfiguration is examined for
energy-saving purposes using a modified binary gray wolf
optimization approach. As surfaced from the literature, it has
been found that very few works have been done on simulta-
neous optimal allocation and sizing of DGs and CBs along
with OR of RDS. This motivates the present authors to fur-
ther explore the problem of simultaneous ODGCBP and OR
of RDS under variable loading conditions. To highlight the
contribution of the paper, the comparison of existing literature
with the proposed approach is illustrated in Table 1.

It is observed that the majority of past studies have failed
to include a cost-benefit analysis. The solutions reported in
those works are technically efficient, but they may or may not
be economical. In addition, in most studies, DG power factor
is pre-assumed as a fixed value. Hence, in this work, instead
of pre-assuming a fixed value of power factor and the number
of DGs, these parameters are derived using the proposed opti-
mization algorithm. This makes the approach more efficient
and advantageous. Also, cost-benefit analysis of ODGCBP
along with the OR (which is not previously reported) under
variable loading conditions is thoroughly addressed in the
present study. The formulated problem becomes complex
combinatorial as it simultaneously optimizes the number,
size, location of DGs (with variable power factor) and CBs
along with OR of RDS. Therefore, an efficient optimization
algorithm is needed to obtain the desired results. The litera-
ture survey reveals thatmetaheuristic optimization techniques
are highly efficient in quickly getting the optimal solutions to
various complex engineering/non-engineering problems [30].
In the present work, the studied issue is a complex combi-
natorial optimization problem and involves a high compu-
tational burden. Hence, it encourages the authors to utilize
the power of the metaheuristic approach to solve the formu-
lated problem. Moreover, in the past, many novel optimiza-
tion algorithms have been modified and improved to their
new versions having enhanced exploration and exploitation
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capabilities, such as improved SCA [23], enhanced chaotic
Jaya algorithm [31] and so on. Among various modifications
suggested, the opposition-based learning approach is found to
be relatively effective. However, as per [32], it is revealed that
the concept of quasi-reflection-based learning approach gives
even better performance than the opposition-based learning.
The quasi-reflection-based learning approach is more effi-
cient, requires less computational effort and offers a high
probability of converging near to the optimum global solu-
tion. Recently introduced slime mould algorithm (SMA) has
strong global search ability and yielded commendable results
in solving various real-world problems in the past [33]. How-
ever, in some cases, this has exhibited early convergence.
This motivates the present authors to propose a new improved
version of SMA featuring quasi-reflection-based learning.
The proposed novel quasi-reflection-based SMA (QRSMA)
may effectively maintain a balance between exploitation and
exploration phases of the optimization process so as to escape
premature convergence. The effectiveness of QRSMA is
tested using a variety of unimodal andmultimodal benchmark
test functions and the results are compared to those achieved
by other existing powerful algorithms such as the whale opti-
mization algorithm (WOA), the salp swarm algorithm (SSA)
and the SCA. Thereafter, to further establish its superiority,
the proposed QRSMA and other studied algorithms are used
to solve the problem of optimal placement and sizing of DGs
and CBs in RDS along with its OR. The results obtained
confirm its superiority over other algorithms.

A. RESEARCH GAP
The following observations may be concluded based on the
aforesaid literature survey:
• When the network configuration changes in a
non-sequential way, very little attention has been made
to load flow strategies that can yield good outcomes.

• Very limited works have been reported on finding
simultaneous optimal allocation and sizing of DGs and
CBs along with OR of RDS under variable loading
conditions.

• It is also observed that most of the previous works ignore
the cost-benefit analysis of their proposed methodology.

• In most of the studies, power factor of DGs to be allo-
cated has been pre-assumed as a fixed value.

• To the best of the authors’ knowledge, objective function
comprising parameters such as power loss, voltage devi-
ation, reliability index and the total system cost has been
considered to solve ODGCBP and OR issues of RDS.

• QRSMA has never been used in solving ODGCBP and
OR issues.

B. MAIN CONTRIBUTION
The main contributions of the present work are listed below.
• For the first time, an improved version of SMA i.e.,
QRSMA is proposed and its performance is validated
using different unimodal and multimodal benchmark
test functions.

• An efficient modified load flow algorithm is proposed,
which produces desirable results without depending on
the network topology of RDS.

• Simultaneous optimal allocation and sizing of DGs and
CBs and network reconfiguration considering various
constraints is presented along with cost-benefit analysis
of the proposed method.

• The number of DGs and CBs and the power factor of
DGs are also optimized instead of pre-assuming them as
fixed values.

• Variable loading along with the fixed loading scenarios
are considered to make the approach more realistic.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
problem formulation and the various constraints considered
in the proposed approach are presented. Section 3 focuses
on the proposed modified load flow technique. The proposed
QRSMA is described in Section 4. Results and discussion
are presented in Section 5 followed by the conclusion in
Section 6.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
This section covers the formulation of objective functions for
the proposed work, as well as the various constraints to be
considered.

A. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The main objective of the problem is to obtain the optimal
deployment of DGs and CBs in conjunction with OR of
RDS, considering a proper evaluation of both technical and
economic aspects. The objective function formulated for the
optimization method is given by (1)

OF =
SCa
SCb
× w1 +

APLLa
APLLb

× w2 +
CVDa
CVDb

×w3 +
RIb
RIa
× w4 (1)

where, SCa and SCb are the system costs, APLLa and APLLb
are the active power line losses, CVDa and CVDb are the
cumulative voltage deviations, RIa and RIb are the reliability
indices of the system. The suffixes a and b signify the system
parameters after and before (i.e., base case) application of
the proposed approach, respectively. w1, w2, w3 and w4 are
the weightage factors and are taken as 0.5, 0.2, 0.2 and 0.1,
respectively, for the studied method.

The system cost (SCa) employing the proposed approach
is calculated using (2)

SCa =
ny∑
t=1

(Real(Vs.I∗s ).T − ENSa).Ke .PWV
t
− CENSa

+Ccost + DGcost (2)

where, ENSa and CENSa are the energy not supplied and its
cost after applying the proposed approach, respectively. Vs is
the slack bus voltage and Is is the injected slack bus current,
Ke is the average energy cost. PWV signifies the present
worth value. The symbol ‘∗’ indicates the complex conjugate
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value. The cost for energy not supplied (ENS) is expressed
in (3)

CENS = Ki × ENS (3)

where, Ki is the cost per unit of energy not delivered. The
total cost of the CBs includes the purchase, installation and
operation costs and is taken from the work of [34] and is
expressed by (4)

Ccost = Kcp
NCB∑
i=1

QCi + Kci × NCB

+Kcom × NCB× PWV (4)

where, Ccos t is the total cost of CBs. Kcp, Kci and Kcom repre-
sent the purchase, installation and operation and maintenance
costs of CBs, respectively. NCB is the number of installed
CBs. QCi is the reactive power compensation offered by CB
at bus i. The DG’s installation, operation and maintenance
costs are referred from the article [35] and are expressed in (5)

DGcost =
NDG∑
i=1

Kdgin .DGCi

+

ny∑
t=1

NDG∑
i=1

PDGi .Kdgom .T .PWV t (5)

where, Kdgin are Kdgom are the installation and the operation
and maintenance costs of DGs, respectively. DGCi is the
installation capacity of the ith DG. PDGi is the active power
produced by the ith DG. T is the number of hours in a year,
ny is the project time period in years and NDG is the number
of installed DGs. PWV obtained in terms of the inflation rate
(infr) and interest rate (intr) is given by (6).

PWV =
1+ infr
1+ intr

(6)

The system cost before applying the proposed approach
(SCb) is calculated using (7)

SCb=
ny∑
t=1

(Real(Vs.I∗s ).T − ENSb).Ke .PWV
t
−CENSb

(7)

where, ENSb and CENSb are the energy not supplied and its
cost before applying the proposed approach, respectively.

The active and reactive power line losses (indicated by
APLL and RPLL, respectively) are obtained utilizing (8)
and (9), in order

APLL =
TNB−1∑
i=1

I2i Ri (8)

RPLL =
TNB−1∑
i=1

I2i Xi (9)

where, Ii, Ri and Xi are the current, resistance and reactance
of the ith branch, respectively.

The cumulative voltage deviation of the system is defined
by (10)

CVD =


0 if 0.95 ≤ Vi ≤ 1.05
TNB∑
i=1

1− Vi else
(10)

where, Vi is the ith bus voltage and TNB is the total number
of system buses. The reliability index of the system is taken
from the reference [15] and is defined by (11)-(12)

Reliability Index (RI ) = 1−
ENS
PD

(11)

ENS = LFRD
NB∑
i=1

λi |Ii|Vrated (12)

where, PD and ENS are the total power demand of the system
and the energy not supplied, respectively. LF is the load
factor, RD is the repair duration, λi is the failure rate of ith
branch, Ii is the ith branch current and Vrated is the rated bus
voltage of the system.

B. CONSTRAINTS
The objective function is optimized considering the following
technical constraints.

1) EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS
The active and reactive power balance constraints are, respec-
tively, given by (13) and (14)

NDG∑
i=1

PDGi + PG − APLL = PLD (13)

NDG∑
i=1

QDGi +
NCB∑
i=1

QCi + QG − RPLL = QLD (14)

where, PG and QG are the active and the reactive power
flows from the grid, respectively. PLD and QLD are the total
active and the reactive power load demands of the system,
respectively. QDGi is the reactive power produced by ith DG.

C. INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS
Voltage constraint: The bus voltages are required to be kept
within the allowable range during the optimization process as
expressed by (15)

Vmin ≤ Vi ≤ Vmax (15)

where, Vmin and Vmax are the minimum and the maximum
limits of the bus voltage, respectively.

Capacitor constraint: The reactive power compensa-
tion (QC) capacity of CB for a particular location is consid-
ered within the lower and upper limits as given in (16)

QCmin ≤ QCi ≤ QCmax (16)

where,QCmin andQCmax are the minimum and the maximum
compensation capacity of CB, respectively.
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FIGURE 1. Single line diagram of the 6 bus RDS.

DG constraint: The DG’s output is assumed to be within a
limit and is expressed by (17)

PDGmin ≤ PDGi ≤ PDGmax (17)

where, PDGmin and PDGmax are the minimum and the maxi-
mum compensation capacity of DG, respectively.

Power factor constraint: The power factor of DG is also
considered within a range and is given by (18)

PFmin ≤ PFi ≤ PFmax (18)

where, PFi is the power factor of ith DG. PFmin and PFmax
are the minimum and the maximum power factor limits,
respectively.

Compensation capacity constraint: The total active and
reactive power compensation capacities of DGs and CBs are
considered within the maximum limit. For ith DG and CB,
these are expressed by (19) and (20), respectively.

NCB∑
i=1

QCi ≤
NB∑
i=1

QLD (19)

NDG∑
i=1

PDGi ≤ 0.6 × PLD (20)

Radiality constraint: In this work, an incident matrix (IM)
of order TNB × TNB is created for checking the radiality of
the system. Each element of IM is obtained using (21).

imi,j =


1 if node i is directed

towards node j
0 otherwise

(21)

Except for the first column (considering slack bus node as
1), if each of the remaining columns of IM has one of the
entries as ‘1’ while the other components of each column have
‘0’ value, the system is radial; otherwise, it is non-radial.

The constraints of the system during the optimization pro-
cess employing QRSMA are handled based on the penalty
factor method.When a specific variable goes out of the allow-
able limits (either of minimum and maximum limits), then
the variable is multiplied by a large number and added to the
objective function value as a penalty as shown in (22). This
helps the variable to stay away from the infeasible solution
space.

Penalty = λV + λQC + λDG + λPF (22)

where, λV , λQC , λDG and λPF are the penalty factors of bus
voltage, CB, DG and power factor constraints, respectively.
These penalty factors are defined, respectively, in (23)-(26)

λV =PFWV ×


TNB∑
i=1

min(0, (Vi − Vmin))

+

TNB∑
i=1

min(0, (Vmax − Vi))

 (23)

λQC =PFWQC×


NCB∑
i=1

min(0, (QCi − QCmin))

+

NCB∑
i=1

min(0, (QCmax − QCi))

 (24)

λDG=PFWPDG×


NDG∑
i=1

min(0, (PDGi − PDGmin ))

+

NDG∑
i=1

min(0, (PDGmax − PDGi ))

 (25)

λPF =PFWPF×


NDG∑
i=1

min(0, (PFi − PFmin))

+

NDG∑
i=1

min(0, (PFmax − PFi))

 (26)

where, PFWV , PFWQC , PFWPDG and PFWPF are the penalty
function weights for bus voltage, CB, DG and power factor
constraints having large positive values.

III. PROPOSED LOAD FLOW APPROACH
In the present work, a new branch current update-based
modified backward forward load flow algorithm is proposed,
which works well even with changing topology of RDS with-
out depending upon the sequential numbering of nodes. This
method is explained in detail by taking a small example of 6
bus reconfigured RDS (see Fig.1), where the connected buses

TABLE 2. Comparison of elapse time and number of iterations of load flow approaches.
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FIGURE 2. The comparison of bus voltages obtained for (a) 69 bus,
(b) 85 bus, (c) 118 bus IEEE RDS.

are not in sequential order. In RDS, the slack bus is the starting
bus connected to the grid and responsible for the power flow.
In this model, bus number 1 is taken as the slack bus. Various

ways can be used to locate the end buses. Once the starting
and ending buses are known, the path connecting them may
be found employing the graph theory approach. The paths
obtained in terms of bus number for the RDS structure shown
in Fig.1 are given as Path 1: [1 3 6], Path 2: [1 3 5 4],
Path 3: [1 3 5 2].

In this method, branch currents are updated step by step.
Initially, all the branch currents are considered to have zero
value. Thereafter, the branch currents are updated by eval-
uating each of the connected paths one by one. The steps
followed while updating the branch currents are

Step 1: Find the load current of each bus using (27)

ILi =
(
Pi + jQi

Vi

)∗
(27)

Step 2: For a particular path, start updating the branch
current starting from the end bus to the slack bus.

Step 3: If the branch current is considered to be zero, then
add the load current of the adjacent upper node with the
subsequent branch currents, if any are present. For example,
to update the branch current for path 1, the current of all the
branches is first set to zero. Node 6 is an end node; therefore,
no subsequent branch is present for it. Whereas, node 3 has a
subsequent branch that connects it to node 6. So, the branch
currents may be updated as follows

I36 = IL6
I13 = IL3 + I36

Step 4: If the branch current is not zero, add the subse-
quent branch current to all the remaining branches along with
their respective previous branch current values. For example,
to update branch current for path 2, the current in the branches
connected between node 5 and node 4 and between node
3 and node 5 are first set to zero, while the branch connected
to node 1 and node 3 has some current value as it was updated
in the previous step. So, the branch current for path 2 may be
updated as follows.

I54 = IL4
I35 = IL5 + I54
I13 = I35 + I13

Similarly, for path 3, the branch current is updated as given
below.

I52 = IL2
I35 = I52 + I35
I13 = I52 + I13

Repeat the above steps until the current of all the branches
gets updated.

In the proposed approach, the current summation method
is adopted for obtaining bus voltages and other system param-
eters. The equations for the same is given by (28)-(30)

ILi =
(
Pi + jQi

Vi

)∗
(28)
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FIGURE 3. Flow chart of the proposed QRSMA.

Ii−1,i = Ii,i+1 + ILi (29)

Vi+1 = Vi − Ii,i+1 × (Ri,i+1 + j× Xi,i+1) (30)

where, Ri,i+1 and Xi,i+1 are the resistance and the reactance
of the branch connected between node i and i + 1, respec-
tively. The described approach is iteratively continued till the
stopping criterion is met.

In order to validate the proposed load flow approach, its
results are compared to those obtained using MATPOWER
software for three different RDS configurations i.e., 69 bus,

TABLE 3. Value of different parameters used in calculating net annual
cost of the system.

85 bus and 118 bus test systems. The backward forward
sweep method with the current summation approach is
selected in MATPOWER software to obtain the load flow
solution. The tolerance limit is taken as 1e-4. For both
approaches, the average elapsed time is obtained by executing
the load flow module 50 times. The comparison of bus volt-
ages obtained for various configurations using the proposed
method and theMATPOWER is shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2,
it may be observed that for each of the studied test sys-
tems, the bus voltages obtained utilizing both approaches are
found to be nearly the same, which confirms the satisfactory
performance of the proposed load flow technique. Table 2
reveals that the proposed load flow method takes less com-
putational time than the compared software, making the pre-
sented approach more favorable. Low memory requirements,
excellent computational efficiency and a simple structure are
the key advantages of this technique, which may be applied
to any RDS architecture without relying on the system node
numbering.

IV. SMA AND QRSMA
This section delves into the specifics of SMA and the pro-
posed QRSMA formulation.

A. SMA
SMA is developed by Li et al. and is based on the prin-
ciple of food searching behavior of slime mould [33].
The slime mould is a eukaryote that is mainly found in
frosty and moist areas. The slime mould surrounds the food
source by its organic matter and digests it with the help of
an enzyme. During the food searching process, the slime
mould can access various food sources simultaneously by
shaping into a venous-like network. When a vein moves
towards a food source, the bio-oscillator generates prop-
agating waves that boost its cytoplasm flow. When cyto-
plasmic flow increases, vein diameter expands, and when
flow decreases, vein diameter contracts. This cytoplasmic
flow acts as a feedback system that establishes the optimum
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TABLE 4. Details of benchmark test functions.

TABLE 5. Summary of results obtained for different benchmark functions.

pathway for the slime mould during foraging. Mathemati-
cally, imitation of its behavior is expressed as follows

Zitr+1 =



rand(0, 1)
× (UB− LB)+ LB if rand(0, 1) < h
Zitr + rb ×WS
× (Zitr (A)− Zitr (B)) if v < p
rc × Zitr if v ≥ p

(31)

where, Zitr is the location of slime mould population for the
iteration number itr, LB is the lower limit andUB is the upper
limit of the searching agent, Zitr (A) and Zitr (B) are the two
randomly selected locations from the total population, h is
a constant taken as 0.1 for the current algorithm operation,
rb is a constant selected within the range [−a, a], rc varies
linearly from 1 to 0 throughout the iteration, v is a random
constant value in the range between [0, 1] and WS is the
weight of slime mould. The value of p,WS and a are defined
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FIGURE 4. Comparative convergence curves obtained for different benchmark test functions (a) f1, (b) f2, (c) f3, (d) f4 and (e) f5.

by (32)-(34), in order

p = tanh(F(i)− BF) (32)

a = arctanh
(
−

(
itr

max_itr

)
+ 1

)
(33)

WS (Smell_index(i))

=


1+ v log

(
CBF − F (i)
CBF − CWF

+ 1
)
, condition

1− v log
(
CBF − F (i)
CBF − CWF

+ 1
)
, else

(34)

where, F(i) is the fitness of the current agent and BF is the
best fitness value, max_itr is the maximum number of itera-
tions, CBF and CWF are the best and the worst fitness values
of the current population, respectively. Smell_index signifies

the sorted sequence of fitness values and it is expressed
by (35).

Smell_index = sort(F) (35)

In (34), the condition implies that F (i) lies in the first half
of the sorted population. The internal composition of Zitr for
solving the ODGCBP issue along with OR is taken as per (36)

Zitr = [CBloc1 , . . . ,CBlocNCB ,CBsize1 , . . . ,CBsizeNCB ,

×DGloc1 , . . . ,DGlocNDG ,DGsize1 , . . . ,DGsizeNDG ,

×DGpf1 , . . . ,DGpfNDG , SW1, . . . , SWnloop] (36)

where, CBlocn and CBsizen are the nth CB’s location and size,
respectively. DGlocn , DGsizen and DGpfn are the nth DG’s
location, size and power factor, respectively. SWn refers to the
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FIGURE 5. Single line diagram of standard IEEE 118 bus test system with reordered bus
numbering.

open switch number or open branch number and nloop is the
number of loops present in the base case system considering
all the branches of RDS connected.

B. QRSMA
The opposition-based learning concept was first proposed
by Tizhoosh [36], in which the current population and its
opposite population are both considered simultaneously in
order to obtain a better candidate solution. It has since been
used by many researchers to improve the convergence char-
acteristics of various optimization algorithms. In this method,
the opposite point (OZ) of the current position or point (Z ) is
estimated with respect to the lower limit (ll) and upper limit
(ul) as given in (37).

OZ = ul + ll − Z (37)

After that, a quasi-opposition-based learning concept
is developed, giving more efficient outcomes than the
opposition-based concept [37]. In this method, the quasi-
opposition point (QOZ) is estimated randomly in between

the center point (CP) and the opposite point as given in (38)
and (39).

CP = (ul + ll)/2 (38)

QOZ = rand (CP,OZ ) (39)

Later, quasi-reflection-based population initialization is
propounded by Ergezer et al. [32]. In [38], it has been
mathematically illustrated that the convergence probabil-
ity of the quasi-reflection-based approach is higher than
the quasi-opposition-based approach. The quasi-reflection-
point (QRZ ) is the opposite point of quasi-opposition and is
obtained as (40).

QRZ = rand (CP,Z ) (40)

The quasi-reflection idea is used in the proposed QRSMA
during the population initialization as well as in the iterative
phase. The steps involved in the initialization of the popula-
tion in QRSMA are explained below.

Step 1: Initial population is randomly generated.
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TABLE 6. Summary of results of IEEE 118 bus test system.

Step 2: Quasi-reflection-based population is generated
using (40).

Step 3: All of the populations are combined and sorted
according to their fitness value. The best half of the popu-
lation is chosen for the further algorithmic iterative process.

Following the initialization of the population, the iterative
process of the algorithm starts. In every iteration, a genera-
tion jumping factor is calculated as a random value between
0 and 1. The generation jumping factor decides how often
the quasi-reflection concept will be applied to the solutions,
which increases the diversity among them. If the genera-
tion jumping factor value is greater than a predefined fixed
value (user-defined), then the concept of quasi-reflection is
implemented to generate an equal number of quasi-reflected
solutions, same as the current population size using (40).
At this point, the lower and the upper limits of a decision
variable are defined as the lowest and the highest value of
each variable in the current population, respectively. The flow
chart of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 3.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Firstly, the proposed QRSMA is tested on different multi-
modal and unimodal benchmark test functions. The yielded
outputs under QRSMA are compared to those of recently
reported algorithms to prove its effectiveness and superi-
ority over the others. Thereafter, QRSMA is employed on

IEEE 118 bus RDS to solve the problem of simultaneous
ODGCBP and the OR. To demonstrate the efficacy of the
proposed QRSMA, the obtained results are compared with
that of other algorithms for the same test system. Afterward,
QRSMA is utilized to solve the same issue ofODGCBPunder
variable loading scenarios, aiming tomake the approachmore
realistic. In the proposed work, switchable capacitor bank is
considered, as compensation capacity needed may vary with
different loading conditions. The maximum limit for CB siz-
ing is taken as 1500 kVAr for a single location with a step size
of 50 kVAr. The DG’s maximum limit is taken as 2 MW for a
single location, whereas, the power factor (lagging) varied in
between 0.85 to 1. The bus voltage constraint is considered
within 0.9 p.u. to 1.05 p.u. The branch failure rate is taken as
0.1 for all the branches and the repair time is considered to
be 10 hours. The maximum number of allowable locations
for DG and CB is taken as 15 each. In the algorithm, the
population size for solving the optimal placements of DG
and CB along with OR is considered as 50 and the maximum
iteration number as 100. The values of the different constants
utilized for calculating system cost are given in Table 3. The
purchase, installation and operation costs of CB are taken
from [34], whereas, these costs for DG are taken from [35].
The cost per unit of energy and cost per unit of energy not
supplied are taken from [15]. The proposed work is realized
using MATLABR software. The system used for running the
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FIGURE 6. Results obtained for 118 bus test system (a) comparative
convergence profiles (b) comparison of bus voltages.

algorithm consists of Intel core i7 processor of 8th generation
with 8GB RAM. The important results are emphasized by
highlighting them in bold in their respective tables and an
entry of ‘−’ in each table implies not applicable.

A. MATHEMATICAL BENCHMARK FUNCTIONS
The proposed QRSMA is tested on different unimodal and
multimodal benchmark test functions to prove its superiority
over the basic SMA and other reported algorithms. The detail
on the considered test functions and their parameters are
given in Table 4. The performance of different algorithms
in terms of their mean, standard deviation and best value
of obtained results are expressed in Table 5. The number
of populations for the proposed QRSMA and other studied
algorithms are taken as 30, while the number of iterations is
set to 500 for all the benchmark functions. 30 different inde-
pendent trial runs of each algorithm are performed to obtain
the mean and standard deviation values of all functions. The
values of different parameters of the studied algorithms are
taken from [33]. From Table 5, it may be observed that
QRSMA performs better than SMA and other algorithms in
terms of mean value and standard deviation for each of the

FIGURE 7. Results obtained for 118 bus test system comparative
convergence profiles for variable loading condition.

studied benchmark functions. The comparative convergence
profiles obtained under each of the studied algorithms used
for different benchmark functions are presented in Fig. 4.
FromTable 5 and Fig 4, it may be concluded that the proposed
QRSMA offers superior and improved results over the other
counterparts.

B. FIXED LOADING CONDITIONS
In the present work, QRSMA and other studied algorithms
are applied to IEEE 118 bus radial distribution test system.
The line data and load data of the studied RDS are taken
from the work of [39]. The total base load demand of the
system is (22709.71+j17040.97) kVA. The base values of
the voltage and power considered for the simulation work are
11 kV and 100 MVA, respectively. The single line diagram
of 118 bus system is shown in Fig. 5 with their sectional-
ized and tie-line switches’ positions clearly indicated. Before
applying any compensation techniques, using the proposed
modified load flow approach, the active and reactive power
line losses of the system under base load are obtained as
1297.248 kW and 978.652 kVAr, respectively. All the studied
algorithms aim to optimize the location, size, number and
power factor of DGs and CBs and, simultaneously, aim to
achieve OR of RDS structure by minimizing line losses,
bus voltage deviations and total system cost and maximiz-
ing system reliability. The other algorithms studied along
with the proposed QRSMA are SMA, SCA and SSA. The
obtained simulation results consisting of optimal location and
size of DGs and CBs along with OR of RDS are shown
in Table 6. The comparative convergence and bus voltage
magnitude profiles yielded using different algorithms are dis-
played in Fig. 6. From Table 6, it may be observed that using
QRSMA, the total reactive power compensation capacity of
10500 kVAr is obtained for 7 different optimal locations
found for CB placement, whereas, the total active power
compensation of 11455 kW is obtained for optimal DG place-
ment at 10 different locations. The cost of energy saved by
deploying the QRSMA based obtained DG and CB sizes with
their respective power factors at the optimal locations in an
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FIGURE 8. Comparison of bus voltages for 118 bus test system for variable loading conditions (a) LF = 1, (b) LF = 0.75, (c) LF = 0.5.

optimal reconfigured network is found as $102,666,386.8.
The purchase and operation and maintenance costs of DGs
are obtained as $6,360,000 and $30,485,726.79, respec-
tively. Whereas, the purchase cost of CBs is obtained as
$31,500.0 and the sum of installation and operation and
maintenance costs of CBs is obtained as $24,722.06. This
results in a total net profit of $65,764,437.94 utilizing the pro-
posed approach. Fig 6 shows that the bus voltages obtained,
after deploying the yielded optimal results from all the algo-
rithms, are well within the allowable voltage limits. The
APLL and the RPLL values are obtained as 284.338 kW and
170.240 kVAR, respectively, employing QRSMA. The value

of ENS is reduced from 370573.301 kWh to 51673.859 kWh
post compensation. The minimum bus voltage is improved
to a value of 0.964 p.u. The result obtained through SCA
produces a minimal amount of installation and operation cost
of DGs and CBs. But, due to the less amount of offered active
and reactive power compensation, the system’s loss reduction
is found to be less, which in return results in low revenue
collection from energy saving. Therefore, the overall profit of
the system is obtained as minimal. It may be observed from
Table 6 that with the increase in the amount of compensation,
the loss reduction increases and the minimum bus voltage
improves as well. Employing SSA results in selecting more
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TABLE 7. Optimal location, size and number of DGs and CBs and location of open switches for IEEE 118 bus RDS obtained under variable loading
conditions using QRSMA.

TABLE 8. Optimal location, size and number of DGs and CBs and location of open switches for IEEE 118 bus RDS obtained under variable loading
conditions using SMA.

DGs with minimum allowable power factor value (0.85 lag),
which helps compensate both active and reactive powers
at the installed location. Because of this, the algorithm
chooses less number of CBs for reactive power compensation.
Referring Table 6, QRSMA outperforms the studied SMA,

SSA and SCA. The APLL and RPLL values obtained using
QRSMA are the minimum, while the obtained net profit is
the maximum among all studied algorithms, which shows the
dominance of the proposed algorithm in solving the studied
problem. However, the minimum bus voltages found under
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TABLE 9. Optimal location, size and number of DGs and CBs and location of open switches for IEEE 118 bus RDS obtained under variable loading
conditions using SSA.

TABLE 10. Optimal location, size and number of DGs and CBs and location of open switches for IEEE 118 bus RDS obtained under variable loading
conditions using SCA.

the proposed approach are almost comparable to those of
other algorithms and are satisfactorily inside the permissible
limits. The CVD value is found near zero under each of the
studied algorithms, which shows the efficacy of the adopted
approach in solving the chosen distribution system issue.

C. VARIABLE LOADING CONDITIONS
The fixed loading scenario is not a viable approach, as in the
real world, the load demands vary with time. Moreover, the
results obtained for a particular loading condition may not
be relevant technically and economically for other loading

scenarios. For example, during a higher load demand sce-
nario, the number of locations and size of DGs and CBs
required are more. The above scenario may not appear to
be economical during light load conditions (as the power
compensation required for lower load levels are less) causing
additional installation and maintenance costs. This may lead
to non-profitable solutions depending upon the duration of
low load demand scenario. On the other hand, the amount
of compensation obtained for low demand scenario when
used for higher load demand operation, may lead to problems
like higher line losses, off-limit bus voltages, and reverse
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TABLE 11. Summary and results of IEEE 118 bus test system obtained under variable loading conditions.

power flows. Apart from the above, the optimal configuration
of RDS may also vary with variable loading situations. So,
to address the above-mentioned issues, three different loading
scenarios (i.e., full, medium and light load conditions) have

been taken for further investigation as considered in [34].
The amount of compensation realized employing DGs and
CBs for different loading states in an optimized RDS topol-
ogy is found by simultaneously considering the cost-benefit
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analysis of the proposed approach. The base load demand is
multiplied by a factor of 1, 0.75, and 0.5, respectively, to real-
ize full, medium, and light load scenarios. The respective load
factor durations are taken as 40%, 35% and 25% of the total
project duration.

The optimal solution for each load factor (or loading sce-
nario) is first obtained independently. Thereafter, combin-
ing them, a final technically feasible solution is found. But,
as the obtained solution may vary for each loading condition,
the optimal locations of DGs and CBs may also differ from
one solution to the next. This may increase the combined
number of locations, resulting in high installation and oper-
ation costs for deployed DGs and CBs. So, to avoid such
problems, in this work, simultaneous ODGCBP along with
OR of RDS has been done considering all the load factors at
the same time. The adopted objective function is calculated
using the average value of the power loss and bus voltage
deviation parameters found considering each loading factor
at a time. After that, the total system’s cost is estimated taking
into account of the combined locations of DGs and CBs
obtained under each of the three loading scenarios.

Fig. 7 depicts the comparative convergence profiles
obtained using the investigated optimization approaches.
Fig. 8 compares the bus voltages obtained using the adopted
methodology under various loading scenarios. The opti-
mal locations and sizes of DGs and CBs along with OR
obtained under the studied algorithms are presented in
Tables 7-Table 10. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the con-
vergence profiles appear to be converged close to each other.
Due to the addition of penalty function values, the objec-
tive function value is fairly high (about 6 to 7, as seen
in Fig. 7) during the initial phase of iterations. This occurs
primarily as a result of constraint violations in the solutions
during the initial iteration phase. On the other hand, all
of the analyzed algorithms’ objective function values are
penalty-free and well within acceptable limits during the
final optimization phase. As a result, in comparison to their
high initial values, all of the algorithms’ final convergence
values appear to be reasonably close to each other. However,
as shown in the zoomed-in view of Fig. 7, it is observed
that the QRSMA performs better than its competitors. The
simulation outcomes are presented in a comparative format
in Table 11. From Tables 7-10, it may be observed that the
installation location of DGs and CBs for all three loading
scenarios are nearly identical. So, the total installation cost
will be lower as the combined number of locations will
be lesser. In the presence of QRSMA based ODGCBP and
OR, for full, medium, and light load scenarios, active power
line losses are decreased by 65.46 percent, 49.20 percent,
and 61.12 percent, respectively, and reactive power line
losses are reduced by 68.10 percent, 55.70 percent, and
66.43 percent, respectively, in comparison to that of uncom-
pensated base case loading of RDS. In this case (i.e., employ-
ing QRSMA), the combined energy saving cost considering
the full, medium and light load conditions together is obtained
as $84,730,556.096. The number of optimal locations for

DGs andCBs are found as 15 each. Their respective total sizes
are 17,145 kW and 15,450 kVAr. The purchase and operation
and maintenance costs for DGs and CBs are, respectively,
$55,168,789.68 and $99,325.84. Finally, the total profit is
found as $29,462,440.576. Similarly, after the compensation,
the percentage reduction in APLL and RPLL obtained using
SMA, SSA and SCA are shown in Table 11. The net sav-
ing found employing SMA, SSA and SCA based ODGCBP
and OR of RDS are $24,213,661.35, $21,642,296.849 and
$18,030,862.881, respectively. From the above given results,
it is inferred that the QRSMA based obtained ODGCBP and
OR of RDS outperforms all other algorithms in terms of
bus voltages profile improvement, reduction in active and
reactive power losses and the net annual profit obtained. This
demonstrates the efficacy and superiority of QRSMAover the
others.

VI. CONCLUSION
In the present work, QRSMA, an improved version of SMA
is proposed for the first time. QRSMA’s superiority over
SMA and other published algorithms is examined and veri-
fied using several unimodal and multimodal benchmark test
functions. A new branch current update-based modified load
flow approach is proposed. It is suitable for anyRDS topology
and capable of producing desirable results. The proposed
modified load flow approach is independent of the sequential
bus numbering scheme and does not require matrix calcu-
lations. This helps fasten its convergence speed in finding
solutions for larger RDS. The optimal sizing and placement
of DGs and CBs along with OR are solved successfully for
118 bus RDS employing the proposed QRSMA and the mod-
ified load flow method. The formulated objective function
comprises line losses, cumulative voltage deviation, relia-
bility index, and total system cost for producing a realistic
solution subject to various equality and inequality constraints.
Results found employing QRSMA are compared to that of the
other established algorithms. The number, location and size
of DGs (considering variable power factor value) and CBs
are optimized simultaneously along with another objective
of finding OR for the studied RDS. The performance of the
proposed algorithm under variable loading scenarios are eval-
uated to make the approachmore practical. From the obtained
results, it may be concluded that QRSMA offers better solu-
tions and convergence characteristics in comparison to other
studied algorithms. The essence of the conclusion may be
stated as
• A new improved algorithm called QRSMA is proposed
for the first time.

• An efficient modified load flow algorithm is proposed,
which does not require sequential bus numbering of
RDS for finding a solution.

• Simultaneous optimal DG andCB placement with OR of
RDS is solved under both fixed and variable loading con-
ditions considering line losses, cumulative bus voltage
deviation, reliability index, and total system cost based
defined objective function.
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• A cost-benefit analysis of the proposed method is also
carried out.

Other technological, environmental, and economic aspects
may be taken into account in the future, together with the
use of more complex optimization techniques, to create a
more successful solution for ODGCBP and OR of RDS. The
concept of Pareto optimality can also be used to deal with
goals that are mutually exclusive. The impact of uncertainty
in the load demand and the generation on the performance of
the proposed approach may be also explored.
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